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Grandfather is off on an expedition to

Australia to find long-lost Great-Uncle

Vincent, who ran away to seek his fortune

years ago. Accompanying him is Roo, a

remarkable little dog with strong views

and a short attention span—and a golf

cart full of equipment. Roo is worried

about being upside down, but that turns

out to be the least of their problems.  

Will they survive blistering heat, a

recalcitrant camel, and hordes of disrep-

utable kangaroos? Can the easily dis -

tracted Roo ever be trained to be a tracker

dog, especially when she won’t get out of

bed in the morning? And what will they

find when they reach the Gold Field, last

known home of Uncle Vincent?

By the time you read this letter, Roo and I
will be on a plane to Australia.

I had to leave the house in the middle of
the night as I knew that your mother and
father were against the idea of me going on
this trip at all. When I first told them of my
intention to go to Australia, anyone would
have thought I was going to the other side of
the world, the fuss they made. I am afraid I
had to creep out of the house like a mouse,
being careful not to wake any of you. Roo
nearly gave the game away though. She 
started barking at a reflection of herself in the
hallway mirror. I had to zip her up in the golf
bag to keep the noise down.

I am going to Australia to find my 
brother, your Great-Uncle Vincent…
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25 November

I am writing to let you know that Roo and I
are safe. By the time you read this letter, we
will be on a plane to Australia.

I am sorry that we couldn’t say good-
bye to you, but I had to leave the house in
the middle of the night as I knew that your
mother and father were against the idea of
me going on this trip at all. When I first told
them of my intention to go to Australia,
anyone would have thought I was going to
the other side of the world, the fuss they
made. I am afraid I had to creep out of the
house like a mouse, being careful not to



wake any of you. I may be seventy-nine, but
I can still creep out of a house without wak-
ing anyone. Roo nearly gave the game away
though. She started barking at a reflection of
herself in the hallway mirror. I had to zip her
up in the golf bag to keep the noise down.

I am going to Australia to find my brother,
your Great-Uncle Vincent. He’s the oldest of
my five brothers. When he was seventeen,
he stowed away aboard a ship and went to
Australia.

We were terribly upset when Vincent ran
away, and my father called the Home Office,
but there was nothing to be done. All he left
us was a note:

Cheerio 
Gone to get gold in Australia. When I

find some, I will bring it back. Regards,
Vincent
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(it said),



For many months we heard no other
word from him, and then one Christmas he
sent us a parcel containing unusual things
he had found in Australia (an ostrich egg, a
boomerang, a dried-up witchetty grub, and
some quills from a spiny anteater), with a
letter explaining that he was now a gold
miner and had his own mine in Dust Valley.
Although he hadn’t found any gold, his
prospects looked good. He wrote us every
month, no matter where he was, until over
the years I had collected hundreds of post-
cards. He told us how he had lived with
Aborigines in a cave; how he had ridden a
donkey all the way across a terrible desert
and had ended up carrying it most of the
way on his back; and how he had fought
with a shark off the Great Barrier Reef. But
he had never found any gold.

Then suddenly, the postcards stopped
arriving. Had something terrible happened
to him?
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Here is one of the last cards I received
from your Great-Uncle Vincent. On the front
it shows a picture of a kangaroo in a hat, and
at the bottom it says, “G’day, Mate” in large
friendly letters.
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It worried me to read this postcard, Child.
My brother is eighty-four. He shouldn’t be
fighting crocodiles at his age. I decided then
that I would go to Australia and bring him
home. I knew it would not be easy to find
him. Australia is a big place, and most of it
is wild bush country and unexplored regions.
I hoped that I was not too late to find him.

I went to the library and read all I could
about Australia—where
it is, what it looks
like, and what type
of animals live
there. I couldn’t
find much about
Dust Valley and I
couldn’t find the
Snakey River at
all.

I booked a flight on Quality Airlines, as it
was the cheapest I could find and also the
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only one that allowed dogs. You see, Child,
I’m afraid I had to bring Roo along with me
to Australia. Of course the ideal would be a
proper tracker dog, but I couldn’t afford one

of those, so Roo will have
to do. She says her par-

ticular breed is excep-
tionally good on sand
because it has special
paws that stop it slip-

ping on the steep
bits. I’m sure that at
some point in the
expedition this will

prove to be useful.
We left the house while you lay sleeping.

I did look in on you, Child, but you were
fast asleep, upside down in the bed. I could
hear Uncle Freddie snoring peacefully in
the next room. Please tell him that I have
borrowed his new golf trolley. We needed
something to drag our equipment along in
and there wasn’t anything else. It’s not my
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fault his old golf trolley was eaten by wolves
at the North Pole, where Roo and I went to
search for the last polar bears. That was a
tragic accident and couldn’t be helped.
Assure Uncle Freddie that we will look after
the trolley very carefully this time. He has
my word on it.

Don’t worry about us, Child. We have my
old scout’s compass. We won’t get lost.

Roo has told me that you can look after
her bone. It is behind the sofa, underneath
her blanket. I have brought her basket with
us, so do not look for it.

Send my love to your mother and tell her
that I’m very sorry, but I had to go. We will
find Uncle Vincent and bring him home. I
miss him.
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